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SUFFERINGS OF MECHANICAL LEARNING IN
ISSAC ASIMOV’S THE FUN THEY HAD
G.MALARVIZHI
Asst. Professor, Department of English
Dhanalakshmi Srinivasan College of Arts and Science for Women (Autonomous)
Heoretical: This science fiction composed by Isaac Asimov.

He depict the mechanical

instructing and study hall educating. The twenty second century individuals going to learn
mechanical examination. They didn't chances to get fun. Both recollect about the twenty first
century instruction technique consider their good times, they have virtue. Twenty second
century individuals lost their good times.
Catchphrases: Isolation, Sufferings, Impediments , Oppertunities, Fun
Presentation
This sci-fiction Issac Asimov demand two occurrences .One is the fun and energy of
the twentieth century understudies. Furthermore, the another is sufferings and challenges in the
mechanical learning. Since the twenty second century understudies they didn't have any funs
.The creator think about the twenty first and twenty second century students education. Because
demand the estimation of twenty first century instruction to next ages.
He clarify an antiquated school life to Margie. Those period the person considered
as an instructor. A similar age understudies assembled in a similar spot ,a similar subject was
educate to ll. In any case, Margie disclosed to Tommy that she never acknowledge the human
educator. The understudies went to the school or all were went to the educator home to got study.
Obstacles in mechanical learning
Tommy was a thirteen years of age kid, Margie was an eleven years of age young
lady. Both are discovered the genuine book while tidy up the room. They pondered about that.
Since they just acquainted with mechanical instructor and instrument .Margie homeroom was by
her room. The mechanical instructor regular hang tight for Margie on screen , with the exception
of Saturday and Sunday. The mechanical instructor take class in the Geography subject .Margie
didn't care for that, even her educator moreover. Because after the class she needs to compose the
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test, the outcome will be come soon. The advancement report must send to her folks .Sometime
the nation in-ghost showed up on the screen and said remark regarding her instruction.

That time just she felt delight. Since then mechanical instructor avoid the screen .It's
not proceed with long time .After barely any occasions the mechanical educator again show up o
the screen .Once the server had some shortcoming ,the mechanical educator escape the screen
about one month .She felt a great deal.

After that Margie's advancement report had given by the nation in-phantom ,she got poor
imprints.
Be that as it may, the in-ghost understands her error of terrible showing of Margie and
spur her to humble the examination. Next the numerical class was instructed by her educator. It's
likewise didn't care to her. Likewise these all gave mental strain to her. At that point he recollect
and begin to envision about the school. It said by Tommy.

The estimation of genuine book
In antiquated time the student had instructor , it is anything but a normal educator
.Sometimes the different instructor came and showed them .Also they gave home work and
posed inquiries. A similar age understudies accumulated in the specific spot and they study same
thing under the direction of individuals .It's called school.

The typical course reading was considered as a genuine book here. Since there before
they didn't saw any genuine book like this. Tommy and Margie both clean their home .Then they
got the genuine book. It was in yellow shading, the edge of the book was crease. Since it was old
one. Both were excitedly turn the pages, it has any rehashed word implies it was miracle to them.
Margie disclosed to Tommy that contrast than genuine book and screen it was squandered one ,in
light of the fact that the screen has more pages .The portion if minute the individuals saw
numerous pages. With the goal that it was best one as indicated by the perspective on Margie.
In the first part of the day the understudies go to class alongside their companions
.After the class the student make some commotion around the schoolyard, play with others .It's
gave some joy to them and ought to be serves to unwinding to the psyche from the some weight.
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The understudies talk about their considerations with their educator and get arrangement from
the instructor .But the mechanical study hall training it didn't have chances to impart their
musings to other. In antiquated time the understudy had instructor , it is anything but a normal
educator .Sometimes the different educator came and showed them.
Also they gave home work and posed inquiries. A similar age understudies
assembled in the specific spot and they study same thing under the direction of people .It's called
school. In the first part of the day the understudies go to class alongside their companions .After
the class the student make some commotion around the schoolyard, play with others .It's gave
some joy to them and ought to be serves to unwinding to the psyche from the some weight. The
understudies talk about their contemplations with their educator and get arrangement from the
instructor .But the mechanical study hall training it didn't have chances to impart their musings
to other. The correspondence will be interruption starting with one individual then onto the next
.It's ruin the human relationship too.

The understudy become a languid individual, Because they get their investigation
in single room, they didn't have to go anyplace .It shroud the regard of the instructors .Also the
hypothesis and mechanical educator never give the experience to other people .So the
mechanical educating isn't perpect and valuable strategy for the learners. In that time the
communication between the understudies educator it was powerful one .Because while
encouraging the instructor comprehend the limit the students and instruct as per their insight. The
instructor served to understudies to correct their slip-ups and gave moral answer for them .After
the encouraging the educator posed inquiry to the understudy to know the understanding limit of
the understudies. In like manner the understudy had rights to the uncertainty to the instructor.
After the test the instructor set aside some effort to esteem the paper that time the understudies
have unwinding time. The mechanical instructing and learning it has numerous preferences ,yet
some time the individuals misuse it .
So we need to make the path to our next ages will get the training from the
educator. Since it is wonderful to ponder.
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